Color chips have been reproduced as accurately as possible using process color lithography.

Color Matcher

If you can’t see a color that fits your vision, pick the ZAR Color Matcher and we’ll blend it for you. It’s the color that’s unique to your decorative style.

There are 15 colors to choose from. If you like Champagne with your Black Caviar, you can blend two ZAR® colors (50/50) and get a look that is exclusive to you. You like Champagne with your Black Caviar? ZAR® can help you create a room that redefines stains in the way that you apply it, mix it, create with it.

Every one of our colors has that special something that you choose will bring back a childhood memory or a special feeling. It will help you create a room that is for wood, it’s for fiberglass, it’s for plastic, and it’s for any color you desire, even a paint. The Color Matcher allows you to be daring or understated, but lets the luxurious woodgrain show through the hue.

There’s something about ZAR® and its deep, rich color that’s a uniform stain appearance.

Declare your style and we can make it happen!

Every one of our colors has a story, and it’s up to you to let others experience it.

There’s something about ZAR® and its deep, rich color that’s a uniform stain appearance.
If you want your décor to reflect your worldly sensibilities and appreciation of the extraordinary, let this diverse compilation of stains let your imagination—and décor—wander off to exotic places. Infuse a space with comfort and joy by mixing textures, sculptures, and complementary tones. Sourced from the warm side of the color wheel, these decorative solutions can be irreverent and spicy, delightfully sophisticated, or just plain fun. As an example, for a French Country or Mid-Century Modern approach, blond wood flooring dotted with mahogany furnishings is multi-layered and memorable. This collection of colors can take you on a journey or showcase the places you've been.

**VINTAGE MODERN**

- **129 EXOTIC REDWOOD**
- **518 GOLDEN SUNSET**
- **127 MOROCCAN RED**
- **517 DARK CHOCOLATE TRUFFLE**
- **123 AGED BOURBON**
- **115 MOCHA**
- **119 PREMIUM TEAK**
- **120 GRAY CASHMERE**
- **139 BEACH HOUSE**
- **171 MALIBU GRAY**

Who said Blonds have more fun? Brown can fit in both cool and warm design—it’s classic! Browns can blend classic design with modern lifestyle effortlessly. Warm wooden tones that vary from dark to light can add depth and panache to any room. If you are looking to achieve the relaxing vibe of a cozy, book-lined study or want to reinvent a space with a dynamic fusion of old and new the Classic Collection of colors is the one to choose.

**CLASSIC COLLECTION**

- **GLOBAL CANVAS COLLECTION**

- **1143 CHAMPAGNE**
- **508 BLUE MOON**
- **509 MINK**
- **128 VINTAGE REDWOOD**
- **517 MAROON**
- **123 AGED BOURBON**
- **115 MOCHA**
- **119 PREMIUM TEAK**
- **120 GRAY CASHMERE**
- **139 BEACH HOUSE**
- **171 MALIBU GRAY**

Afraid to be trendy? Stain colors are the perfect fix to make something you have look trendy without spending tons of money. There is no better way to keep your home looking fresh than adding the latest color into your design palette. Boho Chic, shiplap, and open shelving are all on trend and can be stained with a color that inspires you. This takes your outdated room and just like that you’re in vogue. Better yet, take something that is OUT and make it relevant with the right trendy color.

**TRENDING COLLECTION**

- **1734 EASY LIVING COLLECTION**

- **1072 OILED LEATHER**
- **503 BLACK CAVIAR**
- **135 SILK GRAY**
- **170 BABY GRAND**
- **121 WHITE GRAY**
- **139 BEACH HOUSE**
- **171 MALIBU GRAY**
- **139 BEACH HOUSE**
- **171 MALIBU GRAY**

Ah, to be in trend! Stain colors are the perfect fix to make something you have look trendy, without spending tons of money. There is no better way to keep your home looking fresh than adding the latest color into your design palette. Boho Chic, shiplap, and open shelving are all on trend and can be stained with a color that inspires you. This takes your outdated room and just like that you’re in vogue. Better yet, take something that is OUT and make it relevant with the right trendy color.